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“

How might we choose to
live in greater hope, believing in
the possibility of resurrection life,
with Christ alive in our midst?

Reverend
Denise Liersch
Moderator
Vic Tas Synod
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It’s hard to hear the story of Easter Day
freshly. Some of us have heard it 100
times before. Maybe it’s so familiar we
think we know exactly what happens
and what it means for us.
We might mix together elements of the
various versions of the story: from John’s
gospel, mixed with Luke’s or Matthew’s
version. But this year, on the morning of
Easter Day, we might hear only Mark’s
version.
There’s something quite surprising
about Mark’s version of the story. But
can we hear it?
I invite you to read his version of the
story again. And I invite you to read only
the verses of the reading of Easter Day:
Mark 16:1-8.
And I invite you to listen differently,
to listen freshly. Maybe not to listen, so
much as to feel - because the gospel of
God’s love for us is not just an intellectual
activity. It involves our whole being:
body, mind, spirit, heart, will, strength.
See if you can touch into what is
surprising in this story; especially about
how it ends:
“So they went out and fled from the
tomb, for terror had seized them; and
they said nothing to anyone, for they
were afraid.”
How do you respond to this, with no
visions of meeting the risen Jesus?
Is that all there is? They just ran away
because they were afraid?
Yes, yes, we all know. Just a couple of
sentences earlier we heard the words of
a strange figure in the story, saying: “You
are looking for Jesus of Nazareth, who
was crucified. He has been raised; he is
not here.”
And, sure, this is a lot like the other
gospel stories of the empty tomb. But
the response of the women who loved
Jesus, and who were brave enough
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to come to the tomb on that Easter
morning … their response of running
away in fear … that was different.
And doesn’t it raise a whole lot of
questions?
If the body of Christ is no longer in
the tomb, where is it? And how do we
respond? How do we experience the
risen Christ? What does this even mean?
Mark is the earliest of the four gospels
in our Bible and it’s interesting that
the gospel stories of experiencing
the resurrected Jesus changed over
time. In Mark, nobody meets Jesus; in
Matthew his disciples see him; in Luke,
Jesus eats with his followers; in John,
Thomas touches Jesus’s wounded side.
It seems the experience of meeting Jesus
becomes less and less abstract over
time. It deepens and becomes more
personal and more embodied.
From very early on in Christian
history, before the gospels were written,
believers speak about experiencing
the resurrected Jesus and the
transformation that it brings in their
lives. They speak about this in their
baptism. They die with Jesus and are
raised with him in baptism. It is in our
baptism that we experience the risen
Christ alive in our midst.
Another early way of speaking about
how we experience Christ alive in our
midst is through sharing the bread
and wine in the celebration of the Last
Supper. Believers recognise that the
bread they share is the body of Christ. No
longer dead in a tomb, the body of Christ
is now infusing whole communities of
Christians, giving them life.
A third understanding is that
suggested very early on by Paul. The
gathered people themselves are the
Body of Christ. Christ is not in the tomb.
Christ is in the gathered community

which is sharing the life of God with all
the world. As Gail Ramshaw says, “to
search for the body of Christ, Christians
do not excavate first-century tombs”;
they gather together to hear scripture,
pray, share bread and wine, share what
they have with the poor, and share the
life of God’s love, justice and peace with
the world.
For the church, the meaning of the
resurrection is to be found in baptism, in
the weekly Eucharist, and the reality of
the gathered people alive in the world
and sharing the life of God.
So how do we make sense of Mark’s
gospel with its strange ending, that says
nothing about people discovering the
risen Christ?
Well, here are my thoughts.
Mark begins his gospel with this
sentence: “The beginning of the good
news of Jesus Christ, the Son of God.”
Mark ends his gospel with everyone
fleeing in fear. And in between, he
emphasises the very costly freedom that

comes in following the way of Jesus.
For Mark, following Jesus is not a
decision that can be made lightly. Mark
goes to great pains to make it clear that
Jesus’s followers constantly fail. Even
Peter, who Mark casts as the great model
of faith, finally denies and deserts Jesus.
I believe the ending of Mark’s gospel
is not the ending of his gospel. When
we read in chapter 1, verse 1: “The
beginning of the good news of Jesus
Christ, the Son of God”, I read this as
meaning that the whole gospel is the

beginning. When we get to the end, the
story has only just started, and we are
to finish it. We are the disciples who
continue that story of finding Christ alive
in our midst.
Mark begins the story of the good
news and asks us how we choose to
finish it: do we wish to continue to live
closed lives held back by fear, or take the
plunge to follow the way of Jesus, and
see how we might experience the life of
the risen Christ in our midst when we do?
What are the fears that hold your
life back? What are the fears that hold
back the life of our Church, of our
communities, of our nation?
How might we choose to live in greater
hope, believing in the possibility of
resurrection life, with Christ alive in our
midst? How will we continue Mark’s
gospel story?
On Easter Day, may we celebrate the
limitless and unbounded possibilities of
life in God.
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Emmaus
Easter

is not an
event that has occurred
it’s an adventure that has begun
not a place that we have visited
but a path on which we stand
a story not complete, but unfolding
characters still breathing
stations still teeming
with the promise of new life
not just for you and me
but for all people, in all places
Easter is the season of wild hope
of dangerous intent
of potent promise
Tonight we re-enter the story
to explore our questions
to uncover our doubts
to face our nagging need
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We walk the path
of two who travelled a dusty road
wrapped in confusion and despair
two who shared the company of a
stranger
voicing their plans, airing their fears
and in the listening
heard words of hope
and in the eating
received true bread of life
Risen Christ, walk with us this night
be our companion and guide
be our teacher and friend
be our host and servant
bringing your gifts
of faith, peace and hope
and deep joy as always
Amen

At Easter time
the space between heaven and earth
grows thin
time and eternity are one
age-old promises prove true
long-held hopes become real
and we can finally believe
that God’s will might be done
on earth as it is in heaven
As so we gather
to remember and celebrate
in the company of the One
who names us and claims us
risen and present
not controlled by history
not confined by texts
not contained by death
One who has walked alongside us

Eucharist
who has heard our questions and cries
who has offered gentle wisdom
Christ invites us to this table
If you know hunger or thirst
know that you are most welcome here
On this night we recall
that just as Jesus broke bread
in that upper room with his disciples
on the night before he died sitting at a meal table
plates and cups
conversations and jokes
friendship and betrayal
Christ saying, "Take and eat,
this is my body broken for you.
Take and drink,
this is a new covenant in my blood" so he broke bread a second time

not in a city temple but in a country pub
not with knowing friends
but with those who thought him a stranger
just as he had done before
as a host he offered welcome
as a master he served
making strangers into friends
making a meal into a holy moment
So now we do as Jesus did

This is an edited extract from
Deeper Water, by Craig Mitchell,
RRP $40, available at
www.mediacomeducation.org.au
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And now

for somethingcompletely

different
Synod 2021 was unlike any other. Digital, disparate and diverse,
it was six months in the planning and three days in the doing.
This is the story of how it came to be
By Andrew Humphries
For Kathryn D’Alessandro, necessity
really was the mother of invention when
it came to organising February’s first ever
online Synod Meeting.
Organising a “virtual” meeting, rather
than one held in the normal face-to-face
town hall setting, presented a huge
challenge for the Synod Meeting project
manager.
When the decision was made in
August last year that ongoing COVID-19
restrictions meant Synod 2021 would
be held online, Kathryn knew she had
just over six months to meet the brief of
ensuring it went ahead as smoothly as
possible.
With that in mind, she worked closely
with Synod Business Committee
members to ensure that their decisions
around how the meeting would run
properly were implemented.
That paid off in a big way, with Synod
2021 going off with barely a hiccup, to
6

the obvious delight of organisers.
Synod Meeting business manager Sue
Clarkson says the successful meeting
was a tribute to the way members
embraced a new way of gathering.
“The business committee was
delighted with the way members
engaged in a positive way with grace and
patience,” she says.
“We were delighted that, from our
perspective, the meeting seemed to flow
well with hardly a hitch.”
Moderator Denise Liersch paid tribute
to the work done by so many in bringing
the online meeting to fruition.
“Whenever I think about it I am
constantly astounded about the number
of people who gave so much of their
time, whether as volunteers, or paid staff
who went way above and beyond the
call of duty,” Denise says.
“I think their efforts are a real
statement about their love for the

Church, their dedication and how
important this was to them.
“What ended up being possible was
above and beyond what I thought it
would be and the meeting turned out
better than we could have imagined.”
Kathryn says the six-month period
beforehand was crucial in allowing
enough time to properly work out the
logistics involved in staging an onlineonly meeting.
“(One of the first tasks was) to get
a small number of people gathered
together in terms of setting up a studio
environment where we could bring in
most of the presenters,” she says.
“So we were able to set up the studio
at Wesley Place and our Moderator,
General Secretary Mark Lawrence and
others involved were able to broadcast
from there.”
Such a set-up required a great deal
of technical expertise, which Kathryn
Continued P8

Moderator Denise Liersch opens
the first ever online Synod meeting,
February 26, 2021. Image: Carl Rainer
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admits meant there was much to learn
for her and many others involved.
“It was certainly a big learning curve
for me, that’s for sure,” she says.
“So it involved dealing with an external
company called Cvent, which built us a
hub where members could connect to
the meeting, as well as our audio-visual
crew who run that side of things at every
Synod Meeting.
“They really stepped up and worked
closely with our Synod IT team to work
out exactly how we could get what was
actually happening in the studio out
to members and how members could
interact and participate in the meeting.”
Kathryn says it was crucial that a
number of details were sorted out
quickly once the online meeting
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decision was made. Among them was an
acknowledgement that it would need to
be compressed into what was essentially
2.5 days, rather than the traditional fourday town hall-style gathering.
“One of the first things that the
business committee determined was
that we wouldn’t actually be able to do a
Synod Meeting the way we always did it,
once we shifted to going online,” Kathryn
says.
“It was determined that we needed
to work out what was the essential
business that the Synod should address
in this timeframe and what couldn’t wait,
and how we best address that in a virtual
format.
“We also needed to address what we
wanted to come out of the meeting, and

Level 2 of Wesley Place
is transformed into a
hive of technology.
Images: Carl Rainer

one of them was that we still wanted
members to be able to ask questions in a
live capacity.
“We also explored questions around
what were the most important elements
that we want in a Synod Meeting and
then how do we get the technology to
make that happen.”
Above all, says Kathryn, it was
the unknown “X” factor that made
organising such an historic meeting a
major challenge.
“I guess it really was the unknown,
that was the most difficult thing, when

you’ve never done something like this
before,” she says.
“(It was a case of) you would answer
one question around it all and that
answer would then present another 10
questions that you would have to find a
solution for.”
For Sue, a major issue was how the
consensus model so central to how the
Church works could still flourish in an
online setting, rather than the traditional
face-to-face meeting.
“Making co-operative decisions using a
consensus model is an excellent process
Continued P10
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when you are face to face, but it’s much
harder to work out how to maintain the
really positive aspects of that process
when meeting virtually,” Sue says.
“It was about working out how we
transfer our excellent decision-making
processes into an online situation where
we are distanced from each other, can’t
spend as much time together and can’t
quickly pop people into groups to have a
discussion about an issue.”
Sue says all of that made the creation
of working groups online such an
important, and successful, part of Synod
2021.
“Working groups were the key to
building community that people
‘attended’ from their homes, all over two
states,” she says.
“The working groups allowed
members to meet each day with the
same small group to build community
and engage with particular parts of
the business – the proposals from the
JIM Cluster and engagement with the
Covenanting Guide.”
Also important was the need to avoid
members suffering from “Zoom fatigue”
as they watched proceedings remotely,
while ensuring they still felt part of the
meeting process and were engaged in it.
“I think people can be fatigued by
Zoom meetings or sometimes daunted
by it all,” Sue says.
“Not many people get energy from
sitting in front of a screen, but they will
be energised by coming together with
other people (in a town-hall setting), so
that was something we had to take into
account.”
For Kathryn and Sue, the way
members embraced the historic meeting
made all of the hard work by so many
people more than worthwhile.
“We owe a huge thanks to all the
Synod staff and our amazing audio visual
team volunteers from within the UCA
community who worked hard in the
background to ensure a positive meeting
for members,” Kathryn says.
Early feedback from Synod members
was overwhelmingly positive and Denise
says that evaluation will be taken on
board by organisers.
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David Fotheringham
moments after he learnt he
was the Moderator-elect.
Image: Carl Rainer

Call of duty
Moderator-elect David Fotheringham says one of his aims when he assumes the
role next year is to strengthen the ties between First and Second Peoples
By Stephen Acott
If multi-tasking is a handy gift to have
for being Moderator – and Denise
Liersch assures us it is – then David
Fotheringham will be off to a head start
when he assumes the role next year.
Since David first learned of his
nomination last September, he has
juggled going through that process,
ministering at High St UC in Frankston,
moving house and the not-so-small
matter of organising a wedding.
Needless to say, it’s been a big six
months or so for the 51-year-old, who
was chosen as Moderator-elect at
February’s Synod meeting.
David says he felt “honoured and
privileged” when the nominating
committee first contacted him to have
a conversation. He says several more
conversations ensued before he learned
that he, Rachel Kronberger and Cameron
McAdam would be the final three
nominees.
“Early in the process, I was thinking
this is something I could do and I would
enjoy doing it and I’d have something to
contribute,” David says.
“Then when I found out who the other
two nominees were I thought they could
also do it and would bring different gifts.
“Over the next little while, I came to a
state of indifference, so as much as I had
come into it with a strong sense of call,
I got to the point where I realised this
is up to the discernment of the Church
and if it’s yes, great and if it’s no that’s
great too because I trust that God is
leading through this both for me and the
church.”
On Day 2 of Synod, members watched
a short video of each nominee before
being asked to vote on their preferred
candidate. When asked what he thinks
he said in his message that may have
resonated with members, David
struggles to pinpoint a reason.
“Maybe it was what I said about my

Patient, present
Moderator Denise Liersch says she
knows David well and describes him
as a patient person who is “present
wherever he is”.
“He’s a deep listener and is respectful
of the different ways people hear and
understand things,” she says.
“He’s open and curious and good at
bringing people together to share a
common goal. He’s able to face very
hard questions and deal with them
thoroughly, fairly and with respect.”
David says one of the things he’s
admired about Denise’s leadership
is her focus on bringing the multicultural church together.
“The multi-cultural worship we saw as
part of Synod was pretty inspiring and
I hope I can continue to build on that,”
he says.
“Denise has brought a strong pastoral
warmth to the role. She has had to
deal with some significant issues and
she’s handled them brilliantly.”
vision for the church,” he says. “I talked
about the broad, the local and the
personal and it’s possible that played
some significance, but I don’t know.”
In the video played to Synod
members, David said: “Our mission is all

about being faithful to God, who calls us
to community, compassion and justice.
There are three levels in which I see this
playing out in contemporary Australian
life - broadly, locally and personally.
“At a broad level, being faithful to
God’s calling means following the
Biblical mandate to care and advocate
for people, including seasonal workers
and foreign visa holders, as well as
asylum seekers and refugees, who have
tended to be left behind during and postCOVID.
“It means making an effort to
bring care to communities following
disasters and it means advocating for
sustainability for the planet. This belongs
to our calling as the Uniting Church in
Australia.
“At a local level, it means encouraging
communities of worship and growth and
care with ordained and lay leadership
together, particularly following the shock
of a pandemic. We need to adapt in
order to best use our resources with the
confidence of God’s leading for the sake
of our communities.
“At a personal level, our mission of
being faithful to God involves nurturing
lives of faith and hope and engagement
with God, with the deep knowledge of
God’s love.
David says one area he would like to
focus on when he becomes Moderator is
“following through further with what it
means for us to be walking together as
First and Second Peoples”.
“We’re on a significant journey there
and we need to work through what
the next steps are,” he says. “And that
involves a lot of listening and time.”
Beyond that, more broadly David
would like to help “the church and
ministers and people of the church have
confidence in the Gospel and confidence
in being able to step out in God’s mission
and grow in faith and grace”.
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Rethinking
the use of
property
MORE MONEY FOR MISSION

An opt-in program helping congregations:
■
■
■
■
■

Reassess whether property is being used to maximise mission
Turn underutilised property into regular ﬂexible income
Focus on mission, not maintenance
Generate additional missional funds for the wider church
Preserve capital for decades to come

A SHARED APPROACH

Responsible bodies receive:

■ An income higher than current net rental or IOMF returns*
■ Greater flexibility in how income can be used

Whilst at the same time helping to resource:
■
■
■
■

Presbytery staﬃng & budgets
Assembly grants
Congresses
Synod and wider church missional funding and grants

For further information contact your presbytery or
visit https://victas.uca.org.au/resources/money-for-mission
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* Past performance is
not necessarily indicative
of future performance.
Independent advice should
be sought.

You can make an
ongoing difference.
By giving a monthly gift
of just $20 a month, you can
provide a shopping bag of
groceries to families in crisis.

When becoming a regular supporter,
you can support a program of your
choice, helping individuals, families
and communities across Victoria
and Tasmania.

Register today to become a regular supporter.
unitingvictas.org.au/regular-giving

1800 668 426

Uniting is the community services organisation
of the Uniting Church in Victoria and Tasmania.
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Women of

the W rd
The Uniting Church quite rightly prides itself on the fact it has no glass ceilings.
Gender is never on the agenda. But what is ministry like for our women?
Do they bring something to the role men don’t? Do they face discrimination?
Some of the answers in this story may surprise and even shock you

By Andrew Humphries

In Uniting Church faith communities
right around the country this Sunday,
women ministers will take centre stage
as they spread the word of God, just
as they have done since the church’s
formation in 1977.
There is nothing unusual in that
and, in fact, so widespread are female
ministers in our church that we almost
take them for granted.
Yet, in other religions, there is no
place for women in positions of serious
influence or responsibility, as a “boysonly” mindset holds sway.
14

Earlier this year, eyebrows were raised
when it was announced by Pope Francis
that Catholic Church law had been
changed to allow women to carry out
more duties at Mass.
It was made clear, though, that the
priesthood was still a bridge too far for
these women.
In the Uniting Church, however, the
role of women as ministers is warmly
welcomed, accepted and embraced.
So, what is it like to be a part of a
church that accepts women ministers so
freely and ensures they are such

an important part of the fabric?
Who better to ask and take us on
a journey of faith than three female
ministers based in regional Victoria,
metropolitan Melbourne and Tasmania,
whose own stories go to the heart of
being “women in ministry”.
As a teenager, Cynthia Page recalls
often crying in church each week while
singing the final hymn.
That memory is still a vivid one for
her and it goes a long way towards
explaining why now, many years later,
she is the minister at Eaglehawk Uniting

Church in Bendigo. Those tears were a
sign that, even at that early age, Cynthia
was hearing a call from God to serve in
some capacity.
“Quite often at a service the final hymn
was a rousing one and, yes, it would
often bring me to tears, so already for me
there was this strong sense of wanting to
serve God,” Cynthia says.
Banyule Network of Uniting Churches
minister Sandy Brodine’s sense of calling
also came at a young age and, like
Cynthia, it was the church service that
had a profound impact on her.

“My first memory of being aware of a
call to ministry came as a small child and
it’s quite an unusual memory because
I attended an Anglican church with
a priest, Father John, who was most
definitely a male,” Sandy recalls.
“I have a very strong memory of
watching him offer communion and
being very aware that was where I was
drawn to be.
“I had a very strong sense of being
drawn into that and it was a very peculiar
thing because I wasn’t then a member
of the Uniting Church, which did have

women ministers, and I had never seen a
woman minister, but there was still that
strong calling.”
That sense of calling grew stronger as
Sandy became older and she became a
member of the Uniting Church, mainly
because of the pathway it offered to
ministry for women.
“From the age of about 15 I was
very definitely drawn to a church that
ordained women,” she says.
Tasmanian minister Sherrin Jackman’s
path towards ministry was a longer one
and, while she was active within the
Continued P16
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Uniting Church as a child, it was much
later in life during a career in nursing that
the call to God grew too strong to ignore.
“I went into nursing primarily because
I felt it was something I could do for
God,” Sherrin says.
“So I worked as a nurse/midwife for
many years in Tasmania, South Australia
and the United Kingdom.”
Sherrin felt at that stage her calling
was towards missionary nursing and
it was while working in Niger, in west
Africa, that she began to feel God’s call.
“While I was in Africa I did some
preaching among the missionary
16

community and a couple of people said
to me, ‘look, you’ve got a real gift for
this’,” Sherrin says.
“Years earlier, people had asked me
about going into the ministry and my
reply was always, ‘no, no, nursing is my
thing’.
“But while I was in Africa I began to
think, okay, it’s like the Lord is saying
‘I’ve got you this far, you’ve learned all
this stuff along the way, now this is what
the next step is going to be’.”
National Assembly President Deidre
Palmer says the Church’s affirmation of
the ordination of women is foundational

to its identity as the Uniting Church.
“It has been a joy to see the fruits of
nurturing girls and women in a church,
which affirms the equality of women
and men and the mutuality of lay and
ordained ministries - a discipleship of
equals,” Deidre says.
“Women are expressing their Christian
discipleship as they respond to God’s
call to ordained and lay ministries, and
to various forms of leadership in the life
of the Uniting Church and in the wider
society.
“Women are offering their gifts in
all aspects of ministry and mission

L-R: Former Moderator Sharon Hollis,
Moderator Denise Liersch, Assembly President Deidre Palmer,
Assembly General Secretary Colleen Geyer.
Image: Stephen Acott

including education, pastoral care,
preaching, teaching, advocacy,
administration, worship, justice and
peacemaking.
“They are living out their Christian
vocation in their workplaces,
communities, neighbourhoods, families
and on a broader global stage - as
teachers, ordained ministers, chaplains,
play group co-ordinators, accountants,
lawyers, parents, community organisers,
social workers and in international
development.
“If you’re a girl growing up in the
Uniting Church, you don’t think ‘maybe

I can’t do that because I’m a girl or a
woman’, instead there is an opportunity
to think ‘I’m going to express the gifts
that God has given me in whichever way
I’m called and the Church will support,
affirm and walk alongside me’.”
Sandy says one simple word sums
up the UC’s attitude to, and support for,
women ministers: acceptance.
“The Church embraces women in
ministry (and supports them), it’s as
simple as that,” she says.
And, in turn, female ministers offer
great support to those women about to
take the same journey, as was the case

for Sandy. “My experience was quite
fortunate in that I was ordained in 2012
after applying for candidating in 2007, so
by that stage there were many women
in ministry who were very strong role
models,” Sandy says.
Cynthia says while the Church, in
general, has good support networks
in place, ministers need to also take
responsibility for ensuring their own
needs are met.
“It’s great that the church provides
for us, but we also have to take
responsibility to work out what it is that
we need, and to seek it,” she says.
Continued P18
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“I’m very committed to Supervision
and was, long before it was considered
mandatory. It is one of the most helpful
things for me.
“(It’s that ability) just to reflect with
someone objective who has skills to
help me look at something from other
angles.”
So, are there special qualities that only
women bring to ministry?
Is it a sense of empathy and
understanding not always readily
apparent in their male counterparts,
or is that a generalisation and, frankly,
disrespectful?
Cynthia laughs when she attempts to
give her take on it all.
“Well, I have to be careful because
there is some truth in that saying about
men being from Mars and women from
Venus,” she says.

these women were basically saying, ‘we
just didn’t know there were all these
things we were missing out on by not
having a woman minister’.”
Like Cynthia, Sherrin suggests women
priests may be stronger in promoting the
more pastoral side of ministry than their
male counterparts.
“Maybe I’m stereotyping a bit here,
but perhaps women bring a greater
sensitivity to the role,” she says.
“I’ve certainly got a lot more energy
than some of the other ministers or
church leaders.”
For Sandy, it’s the sense of compassion
that women ministers can bring that
stands out as a strength for many.
“One quality needed is a sense of
graciousness, as well as compassion,
and to be present for people when they
are wanting to express something that is

Maybe I’m stereotyping a bit here, but perhaps women
“bring
a greater sensitivity to the role (of minister).
”
Sherrin Jackman

“I think that, yes, there is some truth
to that, but some women probably fit
those traditional masculine stereotypes
and some men do (well) what women
stereotypically do well.”
Perhaps, says Cynthia, female
ministers have more of a “feel” for the
pastoral care side of ministry.
As Eaglehawk’s first female minister,
Cynthia knows from first-hand
experience the different perspective a
woman can bring to the role. “When I
first moved to Eaglehawk, partly to help
make connections with the community,
I started organising movie nights,” she
says.
“I said people could wear their
pyjamas, dressing gowns and slippers
(Eaglehawk is very cold in winter) and
so about 50 people attended one night
and, at one stage, there was a huddle of
women in the kitchen servery and when
I approached them they said, ‘We had no
idea what we had been missing out on’.
“I’m the first woman minister
Eaglehawk has had in 166 years and

a deep hurt or pain for them, whatever
that might be,” she says.
“It is a deep responsibility in terms of
walking beside someone and helping
them carry a heavy burden.
“There is a real joy around being able
to be present for someone who is really
suffering and struggling.”
That’s a time, Sandy says, when the
very best qualities of women ministers
come to the fore.
“I think me and many of my colleagues
bring a lightness of touch and a
creativity to the role,” she says. That
role of pastoral care doesn’t extend only
to members of the community, and
Sandy is proud of the way many female
ministers are quick to support each
other.
“One of the things that women
ministers in the Uniting Church do is look
after each other, and we tend to support
each other very well,” she says.
“We really connect with each other
and check in with each other.
“I’m married but I know a number of
Continued P20
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Sherrin Jackman says
women ministers have to
be “a bit tough, so you’ve
got toxxx
have
a bitxxxxx
of a
Xxxxx
xxxxx
backbone.”
Xxxxxx xx

Role models required
By Andrew Humphries
As they reflect on their own journey
to the ministry, Cynthia Page, Sandy
Brodine and Sherrin Jackman have
plenty of useful advice for other women
interested in following the same path.
And with that advice comes a warning
that, while it is an incredibly fulfilling
vocation, ministry does have its
challenges.
“What I would say to any woman
thinking about candidating is that it
would be a lie to say that ministry is
easy,” says Cynthia.
“I think because I love it so much it’s
sometimes possible to think that it’s
an easy role when that’s not always the
case.
“Having said that, it’s certainly a
rewarding and satisfying journey to go
on.”
Sherrin agrees that it’s not always
an easy role, but says courage and
determination will stand prospective
female ministers in good stead.
“I sometimes think women have to be
a bit tough, so you’ve got to have a bit of
a backbone,” she says.
“Sometimes in churches, even in
Uniting churches where we’re pretty
supportive of women in ministry, we

don’t always see the woman as an
individual and so aren’t always as ready
to meet them as we should be.
“So, yeah, I think you’ve just got to
be courageous and give it a go and if
it’s meant to be and it’s what the Lord is
calling you to, it will happen.”
When beginning that journey, the
importance of role models should never
be underestimated, says Sandy.
“The first piece of advice I would give
to women considering ministry is to get
themselves a good female role model,”
she says.
“Whoever it is doesn’t need to be
ordained, she just needs to be a woman
of faith you can have conversations with
and can help you discern.
“That role is actually one I fulfill quite
a bit and it sits well with my background
as a teacher in terms of being able to
mentor people.
“Quite often, the path towards
being ordained is one of deepening
discipleship and deepening faith
formation.”
Sandy remembers her own path
towards ministry being an easier one to
tread thanks to wonderful support from
an outstanding mentor.
“I did my period of discernment in
2006 and I was very fortunate to have a
very strong lay woman, Valma Edwards,
as my POD mentor,” she says.
“Valma is an incredibly inspirational
and strong woman who had an
outstanding career in education.
“I found her mentoring during that
period of discernment really helpful.”
Cynthia says the period of discernment
for ministry candidates plays a hugely
important role and her own positive
experience means a mentoring role
appeals to her.
“Based on my experiences, I would
certainly be happy to be a mentor to a
young women considering the ministry,”
she says.
“I think the period of discernment
a candidate undertakes is a fantastic
process and experience for them.
“Whether a woman ends up deciding
to candidate for ministry or not, it’s such
a worthwhile and helpfully formative
thing to do.”
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Sandy Brodine says one word sums
up the UC’s attitude to, and support
for, women ministers: acceptance.
Image: Nicole Cleary
From P18

female clergy friends who are single and
we really watch out for each other and
keep an eye out on how each of us is
going.
“That’s really important and I think
most female clergy would be really
aware of keeping an eye out for other
women.”
While the Uniting Church’s acceptance
and promotion of female ministers
is seen as progressive, ministers like
Cynthia, Sandy and Sherrin sometimes
face a battle for acceptance when taking
part in inter-faith events.
That, they say, is not always an easy
20

me and many of my (female) colleagues
“bringI think
a lightness of touch and a creativity to the
role (of minister).
”
Sandy Brodine

situation to accept, as Sandy explains.
“It has been difficult at times in interfaith settings because it’s very strongly
male-dominated and, at times, a female
minister isn’t even noticed and is
essentially invisible,” she says.
“As a Uniting Church minister, I am still
often taken aback by that.”

Sandy points to an experience two
years ago to prove her point.
“I was at an event as one of the guest
speakers,” she recalls.
“Everyone was invited to the top table
during proceedings, yet I wasn’t included
in that and ended up sitting at the table
with women, even though I was actually

there as a member of the clergy and
guest speaker. There was even a group
photo, but they also failed to invite me
up for that, and I was standing there
watching this photo being taken thinking
to myself, ‘they can’t even see me, they
don’t even know I’m here’.
“So you do sometimes have those
sorts of experiences in the wider
community.”
Sherrin also knows that feeling and
is sometimes forced into the role of
diplomat when dealing with other
religious faiths.
“I have worked with a couple of

churches whose members aren’t
comfortable with women in ministry and
with women preaching,” she says.
“I have just had to accept that and step
back from that and say, ‘okay, what will
you allow me to do?’.”
Sometimes, says Cynthia, history itself
can present the biggest challenge.
In her case, being the first female
minister in Eaglehawk has brought its
own pressure.
“Well, obviously I want to be a positive
role model and advocate for women
ministers,” Cynthia says.
“There is a board on a wall with all the

names (of ministers) in gold on it, but my
name isn’t on there yet. I’ve been here
seven years so I figure (maybe one day I
will be up there).”
In terms of challenges based on
gender, Cynthia admits there may have
been times when confusion, more than
anything else, led to issues.
“I think that sometimes what happens
is that it’s possible to misunderstand
people and I can think of a couple of
situations where I thought there was
some resistance (to me) and maybe
there was a slight bit of patronage,”
she says.
Continued P22
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“I later realised that what had looked
like opposition to me was actually these
good men looking out for me.
“It was a good reminder to be careful
how you interpret your experiences.
What you think is happening may not be
what is happening.”
Despite the challenges, Cynthia, Sandy
and Sherrin wouldn’t swap their jobs
for quids, comfortable in the knowledge
that the positives involved in their work
far outweigh the negatives.
For Cynthia, it’s all about delivering a
message around what joy God can bring
to people as part of their daily lives.
“Mine is a lifelong passion to help
people hear that God adores and loves
them, so that’s definitely a driving force
for me,” she says.
“Sometimes people can have been
in the church their whole lives and not

midwifery comes across into ministry,”
Sherrin says.
“As a minister you’re still caring for
people, but in a different way.
“One of the things I really loved about
coming into ministry is that as a nurse
and midwife you never really get the
chance to actually sit down and talk to
people.
“You’re constantly doing things that
they need and then you had to rush off
and do the next job.
“Sometimes I just wanted to be able to
sit with people and hear their stories and
I couldn’t do that, but now, as a minister,
I can.”
There is no doubt, says Sandy, that all
of the hard work involved in ministry is
balanced by the many joys it brings.
“What I love most about being a
minister is watching the light fall on

is a board on a wall with all the names (of
“There
ministers) in gold on it, but my name isn’t on
there yet. I’ve been here seven years.
”
Cynthia Page

heard that message from God.”
The power of God’s message and how
it can be delivered is also a part of her
role that Cynthia loves.
“I like the challenge of crafting a
message, in terms of studying scripture
and theology, and making it accessible,”
she says.
“That really is one of my passions, the
sense that theology, like any language,
can be used as power to keep knowledge
with the elite and I don’t want to be the
person who does that.
“I’ve just finished a Masters of
Theological Studies and I want to bring
what I’ve learned through that, but
communicate it in ordinary language
that anyone can understand.”
For Sherrin, the simple joy of sitting
down and talking to people makes her a
very happy minister.
As a former nurse and midwife, that
sense of caring and sharing with others
has come easily as a minister.
“It’s interesting that a lot of the
caring stuff that is part of nursing and
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people as their faith grows,” she says.
“It might be a moment when you’re
leading a prayer group and people
actually make the connection after a
reading and say ‘yes, I understand now
what that reading is about’.
“They are the moments I love and
there are a surprising number of them as
a minister.”
As UC ministers, Cynthia, Sandy and
Sherrin value greatly the fact that they
are part of a progressive church that
values women in positions of leadership.
Do they wonder, though, why that isn’t
the case in a number of other religious
organisations?
And why, in fact, some others seem
so reluctant to make use of the gifts that
women bring to ministry.
Sherrin says it may be something as
simple as an outdated belief that men
perform leadership roles best.
“I think from a Christian point of view
some of the more ultra-conservative
denominations are just stuck in that idea
around men in leadership,” she says.

Cynthia Page hopes
other denominations will
one day include women in
ordained ministry.

“I think some of these denominations
are stuck on a few selected Bible
passages and they can’t move any further
than that and that’s just the way it is.
“You know, there is a very patriarchal
society in many cultures and I think that,
too, could play a big part in the role of
women, not only in the church, or in
faith, but in the community as well.”
Cynthia believes a literal interpretation
of certain parts of the Bible has
limited the role of women in certain
denominations.
“I think it’s because some of them
interpret certain Scriptural texts in a
literal way,” Cynthia says.
“And I think (the fact) they operate
from a theologically conservative space
and out of a conservative and patriarchal
structure might have something to do
with it as well.”
The million-dollar question, though, is
whether change is on the horizon.
“I can’t answer for other churches but I
think it might take a while,” Sherrin says.
“I would love to see more women
in ministry in some of our Christian
churches.
“I’ve talked to some women and heard
how much they would love to be in
ordained ministry, but they’re just not
allowed to do it.
“Some have actually left their
respective churches and joined the
Uniting Church so they can exercise that
right.
“So, in regard to other faiths, I think
change is going to take a long time.
Because their beliefs are so tied up, I
think, in culture and a world view, it puts
women in a very different position to
men.”
Cynthia believes a change will come
but suggests it may still be some time
away.
“I like to think that other
denominations will one day include
women in ordained ministry,” Cynthia
says.
“Pragmatically, I think for one major
denomination at least, the time will
come when they will need to include
women in ministry in order to stay afloat
as a church.”
Cynthia admits she finds it hard to
imagine being part of a church that
Continued P24
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doesn’t recognise women as ministers or
in other positions of leadership.
“I would certainly be annoyed and
angry (if that was the case),” she says.
“As I have felt called to ministry since
I was a teenager and, as I am a feminist,
being denied the opportunity to be a
minister solely because I am a woman
would be hurtful and jarring.”
That’s also a perspective put forward
by Sandy, who says her ministry role
goes to the very heart of who she is.
“For me, the call to ministry is about
my 'being', not about what I 'do’,” she
says.
“So if I was cut off from being able to
be who I believe God has created me to
be, I would feel that at the core of my
being.
“I think this is why you see women in
other denominations struggling so hard.
“It's not about being 'good enough to
do a job', it's about being unable to fully
be who you believe God has called you
to be.”
Like her colleagues, Sandy lives in
hope that other denominations will one
day see the light and embrace women in
serious roles of responsibility.
“I really hope so and I do pray for
that for my women colleagues in other
denominations,” she says.
“Sometimes we see chinks of light
and hope appearing and, at other times,
those disappear.
“I continue to hope and pray
that it may be so for women in all
denominations one day.”

Every member ministry
By Andrew Humphries
While female ministers have a
fundamentally important role to play
within the Uniting Church, they are just
one group of women doing outstanding
work in spreading God’s word.
At the heart of the contribution
women make at every level is the
concept of “every member ministry”.
As National Assembly President
Deidre Palmer explains, “every
member ministry” is grounded in the
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understanding that all Christians are
called to be engaged in the ministry of
Christ.
“It has been a characteristic of the
Uniting Church from the very beginning
and it’s a Biblical understanding that
every member has a gift to be used
in building up the Body of Christ and
equipping us for service in the world,”
Deidre says.
“So the understanding of 'every
member ministry' is that all of us are
called to ministry and we may exercise
that ministry as ordained or lay leaders,
working with respect and mutuality.
“Every member ministry is seen as we
respond to God’s call to live our Christian
vocation, wherever we are living,
working and building relationships.
“(It is also) a call to responsibility, to
embody in our daily lives the love and
hope of Christ.”
Deidre says regardless of which path
women in the Uniting Church choose to
take, they can rely on the type of support
that allows them to fulfil their true
potential.
“They can follow whatever pathway
they think God is calling them along,”
she says.
“Obviously it depends on the
individual woman and what gifts
they bring … they may bring gifts of
teaching or witnessing faith in terms
of evangelism, healing in terms of
the medical profession or gifts of
compassion and care.
“That compassion may be expressed in
a variety of ways, through social justice
advocacy or wonderful proclamation
of the Word if they are preaching or
through community development work.

“So if you are a young girl growing up
in the Uniting Church, you can express
the gifts that God has given you in
whichever way you are called and
the church will walk alongside you.”
Deidre uses personal examples to
show that support from the church can
come in a number of ways.
“For example, I have encouraged
young women in the Uniting Church
as they have explored a call to
ordained ministry through a period of
discernment,” she says.
“And I have also journeyed with
young women who are responding to
a call to be a teacher, a social worker, a
doctor, a speech therapist, a community
development worker or an artist.
“One of the reasons these women
are able to flourish and grow into their
fullest humanity is because they are part
of a church that affirms their equality
and giftedness, created in the image of
God.
“We see through the life and ministry
of Jesus, the raising up of women as
apostles, prophets, teachers, evangelists
and leaders in the life of the early
Christian movement.
“This Biblical witness is foundational
to who we are as the Uniting Church.”

Thanks to all who flipped
for a good cause.
You helped make a real difference for
people in crisis and their communities.
To those yet to flip for a cause, you
can still do so any time in April!
Register now for 2022
victas.pancakeday.com.au
1800 668 426

Uniting is the community services organisation
of the Uniting Church in Victoria and Tasmania.
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A life of

service
Between them, Kim Searle and her great-grandfather have more or
less preached continuously in the same church for 122 years
By Andrew Humphries
In 1955, Robert Menzies was our Prime
Minister, John Cain Sr’s reign as Victorian
Premier ended, Melbourne defeated
Collingwood in the VFL Grand Final
and the board game Scrabble made its
Australian debut.
And in regional Tasmania, a shy
15-year-old girl took her first tentative
steps on a path that would define her life
for the next 65 years.
Now 80, Burnie Uniting Church lay
preacher Kim Searle can still vividly
recall the day in 1955 she delivered her
first sermon.
“It was December 18 and it was in the
dining room at the Ivanhoe agricultural
showground because the church was
still being built at the time,” Kim recalls
proudly.
And while she remembers more
than a few nerves as she addressed
the congregation of about 30 people,
Kim knew there was no other place she
wanted to be.
Quite simply, she believed she was
following a calling to spread the word of
God.
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“At the time I was involved with the
youth group at our local Methodist
church, which was at Somerset, and a
group of us used to go around and take
services,” Kim recalls.
“I got a bit sick of just doing children’s
addresses all the time, because I wanted
to preach, so I decided I would.
“I was 15 years and five months old at
the time and, when I look at kids today
of the same age, I wonder how I had the
cheek to do it.”
Strangely, though, Kim recalls having
a distinct lack of self-confidence at the
time, but a pivotal decision at the end of
her schooling confirmed to her that her
future lay in preaching God’s word.
“I grew up with a lack of confidence
but, at the end of my school life, I made
a decision to be a follower of Jesus,” she
says.
“As I read my Bible, I realised that God
accepted me as I was, warts and all.
“I felt there were no barriers, no limits
and no expectations (around what I
could do).
“I still lacked self-confidence, but all

I wanted to do was tell everyone about
this wonderful God that took you on and
accepted you.”
In becoming a lay preacher, Kim
was following in some famous family
footsteps, with her great-grandfather
Richard Hilder beginning preaching in
the same area in January 1881.
In fact, apart from an 18-year gap
before Kim was born and growing up,
she and Richard can lay claim to having
preached continuously in the same
church for 122 years.
In a 1938 Burnie Advocate obituary,
Richard was described as “a pioneer
preacher” who “regularly visited 28
Methodist preaching places from
Kindred to Sisters Creek”.
He was, Kim says, an obvious role
model.
“Yes, I think he was, although I wasn’t
made aware of his involvement in the
church until I started preaching,” she
says.
“I think there is a sense that he is still
there, encouraging me and looking down
on me saying ‘yeah that’s my girl’.”

Kim Searle with a portrait
of her great-grandfather.

Kim’s 65 years of service was honoured
recently and the occasion included a
tribute from Tasmania’s Presbytery
Minister for Pastoral Care, Rohan Pryor.
“The third Sunday in December 65
years ago was December 18, 1955, and
since then nearly 4000 weeks, and nearly
4000 Sundays, have
passed by,” Rohan
says.
“For this long
and faithful service
to God through
the church, we
celebrate with you,
and give thanks to God for you, and
for all the people whose faith you have
nurtured or challenged across those
4000 Sundays and all the weekdays in
between.”
Kim admits she has no idea how many
sermons she has delivered, but insists
she has no plans to retire.
In cricketing terms, it’s been a
wonderful innings, but stumps are still
some time away.
“I’m not out yet, I certainly hope to

continue and there is only one thing that
can stop me,” she says,
“The wonderful thing about it is that
as I grow, even now after so many years,
there is just so much to learn and so
many ways of looking at the Gospel.
“It’s certainly hard work and you have

“Firstly, I pose the question of what is
this all about, particularly focusing on
the Gospels. What is Jesus trying to say?
“Then, secondly, if we can understand
that, how does it apply today and remain
relevant to us?
“What brings me joy is the satisfaction
I get from searching
and discerning (God’s
word) and then being
able to pass it on
to people who are
receptive to it.”
And a simple
philosophy and
trust in God is the key to ensuring
Kim’s message strikes a chord with
congregation members.
“The silly thing is that before a service
I’m thinking about me, but when I walk
behind that lectern I know (I am doing
God’s work) and I forget about me,” she
says.
“I then become an instrument for His
message and it’s as simple as that.
“I try and do my best and that’s what it
is all about.”

What brings me joy is the satisfaction I get from
“
searching and discerning (God’s word) and then being
able to pass it on to people who are receptive to it.
”
to do your research, but, no, I definitely
don’t want to stop.”
That hard work and attention to detail
have served Kim well ahead of every
sermon she has delivered over 65 years.
Which begs the question, what makes
a good sermon?
What words allow Kim to make that
important spiritual connection with
those listening?
“I always try for two objectives when
I’m preparing a sermon,” she says.
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Care and support
tailored just for you
with Uniting AgeWell
Help at home
Get assistance with personal and clinical care,
household chores, assistive technology and
transport

Community support and wellbeing
Remain connected with social groups, outings,
and carer services

Independent living
Maintain an independent lifestyle in one of
our vibrant retirement living communities

Specialist 24/7 care and support, including
dementia and palliative care and respite
stays, within safe and caring communities

Living well with choice
and peace of mind

With services across Victoria and Tasmania,
Uniting AgeWell's expert team can help you find the
right services to meet your needs. Call us today!

Spread the
Warmth
this Winter.
Help families and those sleeping rough.
Drop off new blankets, bedding and winter
woollies at your nearest Emergency Relief service.
To find your nearest Emergency Relief service,
visit unitingvictas.org.au/locations or call
1800 668 426.

Uniting is the community services organisation
of the Uniting Church in Victoria and Tasmania.
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1300 783 435
unitingagewell.org

4752 Crosslight

Residential care

Moderator’s Emergency Response Fund
Whenever emergencies affect communities within our Synod
the generosity of Uniting Church congregations and individual
members is evidenced.
The new Moderator’s Emergency Response Fund is a way for
those of us wanting to help when future emergencies occur
in Victoria and Tasmania to contribute to communities which
need immediate assistance.

Donations can be made at any
time, not just in response to a
specific emergency.

For further information, or

to make a donation, visit the
Synod’s website:

www.victas.uca.org.au

Rev Denise Liersch, Moderator

200820

CONTRIBUTE NOW

Moderator’s Emergency Response Fund
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Comfor
zone
A new chaplaincy centre that was 40 years in the making
has opened to assist people in western Victoria
By Donald Moss
When Graeme Sutton and Andrew
Shearer-Cox walk past the large stained
glass window installed in the Bev Pratt
Chaplaincy Centre in Ballarat, they
are given a daily reminder of just how
important a chaplain’s role is.
The stained glass window, featuring
an image of Jesus holding a lamb on
his shoulder, has come to represent a
great deal to the Presbytery of Western
Victoria’s chaplaincy committee
chairperson.
Taken from the Book of Isaiah, the
image references Jesus as a shepherd,
gently looking after his flock and
“carrying them close to his heart”.
It is, says Graeme, the perfect
embodiment of the sometimes difficult,
but always vital, work carried out by
chaplains.
“The window, which used to be part of
the Burnbank Street Methodist Church
and was a Second World War memorial,
has been shifted to our chaplaincy
headquarters,” Graeme explains.
“I’m reminded every time I see it of
exactly what chaplaincy is all about.”
Graeme and Andrew might even
be called shepherds themselves, as
Graeme is chairperson of the Presbytery
committee overseeing the vital work
carried out by a small team in western
Victoria and Andrew is in the full-time
placement of chaplaincy co-ordinator.
Little wonder, then, that they had
a great deal to be proud about as the
chaplaincy centre was officially opened
on January 31.
“Yes, it was definitely a proud day
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for us, partly because of the fact that
because of COVID-19 we weren’t able to
take over the centre until September, so
there were a lot of working bees that, for
various reasons, fell to a few of us to get
involved in,” Graeme says.
The opening was, he says, the
culmination of an eventful journey
started by guest of honour Bev Pratt
more than 40 years ago.

planted the seed
“for(Bev)
all this with her early
work and what we have
now is an oak tree.
Graeme Sutton

”

“It’s definitely a case of ‘from little
things, big things grow,” Graeme says.
“The naming of the centre
acknowledges the ministry of Reverend
Bev Pratt, who was the first Uniting
Church and Ballarat Base Hospital
chaplain.
“Bev pioneered this ministry of care
from 1978 and, in the 40-odd years
since, there have been 12 part-time
chaplain placements to the base
hospital, Lakeside Psychiatric Hospital,
Queen Elizabeth Geriatric Centre and
a community-based mental health
facility.”
Graeme says Bev, who retired in 2000,
was the obvious person to be honoured
with the centre’s name, even if she was

a little unsure about being the centre of
attention.
“We did have a number of
conversations with Bev around the
honour, but she was very reluctant,” he
says.
“However, I basically said to myself I
wasn’t going to take no for an answer.
“What I said to Bev was that it’s
because of what you have planted that
we now have what we do today.
“I think I used the analogy that she
had planted the seed for all this with her
early work and what we have now is an
oak tree.
“What that seed has grown into is a
full-time, expanded ministry that is, to a
very large extent, self-funding.”
Not surprisingly, Graeme says Bev has
been an inspiration to numerous people
over many years.
“She has brought a wealth of
experience to the role and I think the
fact that the hospital appointed her to
the role of chaplain is a testament to her
sensitivity,” he says.
“In terms of the presbytery she has
been strong in reminding us that the
role of presbytery is not just ministry
in congregations, it does need to have
valid ministry in some of the institutions,
including hospitals.
“(She recognised that) chaplaincy
ministry involved tending to very faithful
Uniting Church people who could no
longer come to church or had been
placed in aged care homes.”
In establishing the chaplaincy centre,
co-operation has been the name of the

The stained glass window
that was once part of
the Burnbank Street
Methodist Church.

game and, as a number of congregations
in the Ballarat region have closed,
their assets have been put towards the
chaplaincy program and the role of its
co-ordinator.
“As congregations in Ballarat closed,
each decided to apply their property
sales proceeds to the healthcare
chaplaincy and so the interest from
these funds now ensures the continuity
of the chaplaincy co-ordinator
placement,” Graeme says.
However, the closure of the
Wendouree congregation in 2019
presented another challenge, as a new
headquarters needed to be found to
allow chaplaincy work to continue.
Negotiations then started around
using the manse attached to the Brown
Hill UC and, two years later, Graeme is
pleased to say the BPCC has everything
needed to ensure those requiring
assistance are fully supported.
“Discussions between the chaplaincy
committee and Brown Hill led to them
gifting the property to the presbytery as
the home for the chaplaincy ministry,”
Graeme says.
“Wendouree Uniting Church on its
closure then gifted whatever furniture
and equipment that might be needed.”
The centre now features a chaplain
co-ordinator’s office, training room,
interview room and chapel, while a
guest bedroom has been established
to provide accommodation for those
from outside Ballarat attending hospital
appointments.
With the centre now operating and
fully functional, Graeme says the
chaplaincy ministry, through its team
of well-trained assistant chaplains and
volunteers, is well placed to continue
serving the people of western Victoria for
many years to come.
“Chaplaincy has adopted two phrases
as our logo and they are ‘a companion on
your journey’ and the other one is ‘when
you’re far from home’,” Graeme says.
“So the message is that we are still
your church, even if you are in Ballarat
hundreds of kilometres away from your
support groups.”
For more information, go to
www.ballaratchaplaincy.com.au
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Keeping it

t gether
Unable to enter aged care facilities during the pandemic,
chaplains had to find creative ways to stay
in touch with residents
By Cathy Withiel
Where there’s a will there’s a way. That
was the motto adopted when chaplains
serving in Uniting AgeWell residential
sites across Victoria and Tasmania dealt
with restrictions caused by COVID-19.
Some innovative thinking included
delivering services via Zoom, standing
on a garden path in the middle of
winter booming a service through a
microphone to residents inside, and
singing through two layers of plastic.
And through it all they have continued
to make a difference, with poignant
accounts of how they touched lives in
helping residents and their families
come to terms with what was happening.
Rev Clare Brockett, Uniting AgeWell’s
Director of Mission, says chaplains
and the wider Uniting AgeWell staff
continued to live out the Synod’s mission
principle, “respond in compassion to
human need”, in abundance during the
pandemic.
“And they’re often doing this with
flexibility and creativity, sometimes with
humour, and always deeply moved by
the trust shown in them,” she says.
Chaplain Ian Wheeler braved some
bitter Tassie weather to stand on a path
outside Kings Meadows Community,
in Aldersgate, South Launceston, and
boom a service through a microphone to
residents lined up against the windows
inside.
“The wind howled, and it got pretty
nippy, but it worked well,” Ian recalls.
Ian, who also works at Newnham
Community, Aldersgate Village, was only
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allowed into one facility, to reduce the
risk of spreading infection, meaning he
had to get inventive when it came to
reaching out to those at Kings Meadows.
Ian did window visits and used a loud
voice to minister to residents inside,
while he also recorded services which
were streamed through the TV or played
in the chapel.
Chaplain Norm Roberts went from
delivering one service a week at the
chapel in Strath-Haven Community in
Bendigo to six, one in each of the wings.
And he recalls poignant moments both
inside and outside the facility.
When one of the residents died, one of
her daughters sobbed out her heartfelt
thanks to Norm for not only supporting
her mum, but also the whole family.
“She asked if she could continue
phoning me for guidance, and I said I
would be delighted to help her,” Norm
recalls.
A standing ovation needs to go to
Noble Park Community chaplain Alisha
Fung, who managed to sing to residents
through two layers of plastic.
Singing with a mask and a shield on? Is
it even possible?
“Yes,” laughs Alisha. “Sometimes it’s
hard to suck in enough air and the voice
projection is a bit muffled, but it gets the
message across.
“Music has the power to soothe and
bring joy.”
Alisha says singing has also led to
many poignant moments.
“There’s one resident, who used to be

Noble Park Community
chaplain Alisha Fung with
resident Shiranti Lawrence.

very involved in church but is now nonverbal. Whenever I sing, her eyes light up
and she makes joyful sounds,” she says.
Alisha recalls the power of deep
listening, like when she phoned a
daughter of a resident just after stage
three restrictions were implemented.
“I learned of her deep sadness and
fear that she might never see her mother
again because of her age,” she recalls.
“She recounted stories of her family’s
immigration to Australia, what it was
like for her mother to escape both
the horrors of World War II and the
Holocaust. It was a story I was honoured
to hear.
“By the end of the conversation, she
had reached a place where, I believe, no
more words could be said and we sat
in silence as the sorrow continued to
resonate through our phones.
“I asked her if she would like to pray to
close the space between us in honouring
both her mother’s journey and her own
as they navigated a different kind of
displacement.
“She accepted the prayer warmly
and, at least for myself, I felt as though
something had lifted or something
became clear that words alone had no
power to achieve. “
Robert Van Zetten, chaplain at the
Kalkee Communities of Nangatta and
Murray in Geelong, was also required to
work only at Murray to reduce the risk of
spreading COVID-19.
During this time, he forged closer
bonds with many residents, including a
97-year-old lady with vision and hearing
challenges.
She asked him to read her letters that
her family had written to her. When he
did, she beamed with joy and then, at
her request, he used her responses and
penned letters of reply.
But the last words belong to Clare.
“The uncertainty and fear around the
pandemic meant our residents, and staff,
relied on and needed the guidance of our
chaplains more than ever,” she says.
“And despite all the obstacles that
isolation, social distancing and PPE
created, our chaplains found a way to
connect on a deep and meaningful level
to meet these needs.
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Ours is to reason
Why the church has an important voice in shaping a better society
By Donald Moss
When Australia reMADE national coordinator Millie Rooney sat down at her
computer for a virtual chat with Uniting
Church members late last year, she was
hoping for a robust discussion around
the theme of “public good”.
She got that and more during a
fascinating talk examining what is meant
by public good, how we see it in action,
the role of faith groups in providing it
and just how important community
connection is in creating a better
Australia.
And, within that, was the fundamental
question of how we can help the most
vulnerable and ensure that no one is “left
behind”.
Those issues go to the heart of
Australia reMADE, which wants every
Australian’s voice heard in creating a
more just and fair society.
Millie says the discussion, featuring
Victorian and Tasmanian UC members,
explored the universal theme of the
search for meaning.
“In the wake of the bushfires which
had hit Australia earlier in the year, and
then the arrival of COVID-19, we found
people were searching for meaning and
were asking themselves, ‘what are we
here for?’,” she says.
“It led to further discussion, with
people saying, ‘you know it’s not about
left or right in politics, it’s about what
we stand for as a country and why we do
what we do (around public good).
“Public good works around knowing
how power works in society and making
sure how we, as a society, can use that
power (to make a difference).”
Public good, Millie says, revolves
around a sense of community connection
and what with it can achieve.
“People don’t want to live in a
polarised community and there is a deep
need to want to walk into a place and be
accepted,” she says.
What was most fascinating to Millie
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during the virtual discussion was
comments from those taking part
around the importance of human
connection during times of crisis,
perfectly illustrated in 2020 by COVID-19.
“What I was hearing was around how
the pandemic actually created this sense
of a mega connection between people,”
she says.
“It certainly enabled people to come
together in new ways and I heard of
examples in Tasmania of someone who
was fairly tech-savvy teaming up to help
someone who wasn’t, and there were a
whole lot of lovely examples like that.”
So what about the Uniting Church’s
role in providing leadership in a time of
such dramatic change?
Millie says while members of the
discussion group were in no doubt the
Church had a significantly different place
in society than it did 50 years ago, it still
had a vitally important role to play.
“As I understood it from our
conversation, the particular role faith
groups like the Uniting Church have
in providing the public good includes
their ability to help create meaning,
connection and values-led community,”
she says.
“In essence (it was about) contributing
to what we’ve called people’s capacities
for participating in, and maintaining, the
public good.
“They do this by gathering together
around shared values, meaning, ritual
and teaching; and also through having
the capacity to experiment with new
ways of providing for people’s tangible
needs (such as homes, education, or
care) that is driven by beliefs, values
and relationships. (It’s different) to a
profit-motive approach or government’s
official duties of care to provide certain
services to everyone.”
Millie says the COVID-19 pandemic also
forced faith communities to reconsider
how they connected.

“Lockdown and changes in how
local faith communities were able to
connect meant that people were asking
questions about what to prioritise and
why,” she says.
“While many pastoral carers were
shutting down face-to-face meetings,
some of the older members of
the community pushed back and
were asking for greater face-to-face
connection and basically saying, ‘hang
the risk’.
“For those responsible for care, it
provided a challenge, as no one wanted
to be responsible for passing COVID-19 to
the congregation.”
It was best summed up by one of the
discussion members who had a pastoral
care role within the UC.
“This person indicated that local
leadership needs to recognise that
keeping people safe is also about social
and spiritual care and that sometimes,
particularly in COVID-19 times, these
things are in tension with each other,”
Millie says.
“And while this tension remains,
it does provide an opening for an
interesting reflection on just how
important community connection is as a
public good in and of itself.”
And while it may seem at times that
Australia is fragmenting and some have
questioned the role of government, and
even the concept of democracy itself,
Millie says they are concepts worth
persevering with.
“At Australia reMADE, we are very
much believers in the fact that the very
act of building community is, in itself, a
public good and (can lead to) the future
that we want to build,” Millie says.
“And there are heaps of flow-on effects
from that, when people feel they are in a
safe space and have control.
“There is no doubt government could
be amazing and, in some instances, is
amazing and I don’t think people have

Millie Rooney hopes
for a time when greater
tolerance of diverse
views reaps rewards.

necessarily given up on democracy, but
there are some mixed feelings around it.”
It may be that we need to rethink how
democracy can best work for us, she
says.
That rethink will require a more
nuanced conversation and one Millie
believes will be worth the effort in this
age of social media, when the left-right
divide seems as wide as ever on many
issues.
Millie hopes for a time when greater
tolerance of diverse views reaps rewards.
“What’s interesting to me, for example,
is how much that I have learnt while
following people on social media who
are not like me, and how much more
nuanced my thinking is as a result of
that,” she says. Millie uses a cooking
analogy to better explain how faith
groups can influence public good.
“Salt adds flavour. It doesn’t dominate,
but it does enhance,” she says.
“This is what members of the Victorian
and Tasmanian Synod say when I ask
them about the role of faith groups in
providing the public good.
“They explain as a result of that,
like the value of salt in cooking, faith
communities can enhance and enrich
our quality of life.
“And as we ended the virtual call, one
final comment summed up much of
what I’m hearing in conversations about
the public good.
“While government of all levels is
important for facilitating action, it is the
local communities themselves who need
to choose their own salt.
“For those on the call, the Uniting
Church is a favourite flavour enhancer.”
Australia reMADE is an independent,
not-for-profit organisation addressing
inequality and the environmental
emergency. For more information,
visit www.australiaremade.org
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Spray Paint
Believer
By Julie Perrin

Close to where I live in the inner north of
Melbourne, a new section of bike path
has been built along the Merri Creek. Not
long after it opened, the pathway was
visited by a spray-painter with earnest
intent. There was no graphic artfulness
involved, only messages spelled out in
yellow paint.
The messages were to remind people
about Jesus and the Bible and the
necessity of believing. To me they carried
no invitation, just the dead weight of
Bible-thumping insistence. My take on
Jesus, was that he invited people to
know God in new and radical ways, but
he also let them figure out how that
would play out. There was freedom in his
invitations, not compulsion.
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The spray painter’s memo that really
got under my skin was “God loves you if
you believe”. Really? I imagined myself in
contested conversation with this person.
They probably thought of themselves
as sharing the good news but I thought
they’d got themselves snared.
I wanted to suggest that God’s
presence in the world and abounding
love is not dependent on our assent,
belief or claims. The writer was making
the love of God conditional, with little
room for mystery or gift or grace in their
declarations of the necessity of belief.
Too often, the word “God” becomes
imprisoned in a set of constructs that
make the meaning small and humancentred.

I confess there were times in my youth
when I felt an urgency about following
Jesus that tipped me into “witnessing for
Christ”, but I’m not a fan of compulsion,
or any kind of heavy persuasion. When
it comes to trust, I think there are some
things you really can’t impose.
Looking up at the trees sheltering
the edge of the pathway by the Merri
Creek, I wondered what their presence
would mean to the writer of the yellow
messages. “Dear well-meaning spray
painter”, I wanted to say, “put down your
aerosol can, come sit near the water. Let
the trees shelter you and perhaps you
will hear the presence of God whispering
through them”.
A friend of mine who has long been a

follower of Jesus and has pretty much
staked his life with his faith, told me
of a time when he had no capacity to
“believe”.
He had to go through some medical
treatment that was so eviscerating it
took all that he had just to survive it.
“I had to let others hold the faith for me,”
he said, “I had nothing”.
I found this to be a profound
statement of faith. It was not about
believing, he knew he could not manage
more than surviving, but he trusted that
he was held.
This is an extract from A Prayer,
A Plea, A Bird, by Julie Perrin,
RRP $22, available at
www.ctmresourcing.org.au
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Why Helen is never

By Cathy Withiel
Helen Malins had no idea when
she volunteered to take part in
groundbreaking research that it would
end up almost saving her life and allow
her to resume her passion for travelling.
The feisty 80-year-old, who normally
exercises three times a week at the
AgeWell centre’s seniors gym in
Hawthorn, took part in the Your Muscles
Matter study, conducted by Professor
Alan Hayes and Victoria University
researchers, and supported by Uniting
AgeWell.
As part of the study into muscle mass
and strength, the retired teacher had
bone density scans and assessments
and followed a regimen of resistance and
other exercises, as well as adhering to a
protein-rich diet.
Those exercises proved more than
useful when Helen visited a friend in
South Australia.
Helen’s visit, which involved a bit of
rest and relaxation after a hectic year
featuring a cruise to Noumea, visiting
the Galapagos Islands and sailing up
the Amazon River, had an unfortunate
ending when she fell and fractured a disc
in her back.
“And I know if I hadn’t been as strong
as I was through taking part in the
research, I would have broken my hip for
sure,” she says.
The study investigated the incidence of
sarcopenia, the loss of muscle mass and
strength due to ageing, to find out how
best to combat and treat this disease,
which affects mobility, increases the risk
of falls and fractures and often affects
independence.
Recruitment was done in 2019, with
regular participants from Forest Hill,
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Hawthorn, Noble Park and Oakleigh
AgeWell centres signing up.
Participants were asked to work
through their individual exercise
programs, under the supervision of
Uniting AgeWell’s exercise physiologists
and physiotherapists.
Researchers also evaluated their food
intake, quality of life, sarcopenia risk
and physical ability including strength,
balance and mobility.
Helen discovered she had weak bone
density in her wrists and hands.
She followed the exercise routines,
which she loved, as she hates walking
“unless it’s to visit shops, restaurants
and the pub”.
Although she is not a red meat fan,
Helen likes chicken, fish and cheese and
she increased her protein intake.
And she believes all of this meant that
when she had the tumble, she was in
the best shape possible not to injure her
hips.
“I participated in the research to help
others, and it ended up helping me too,”
Helen says.
Now she is planning to go back to
exercise classes so that she’s “fighting
fit” for her next travel adventure.
The only problem now facing the
Hawthorn resident is to decide which
country to visit next when international
travel opens up.
She’s holidayed extensively around the
world, including Russia and Africa, and is
running out of new horizons to explore.
“I rent out a room in my home in
Hawthorn to a student and I have no
ties,” she says.
“Nothing is holding me back and I am
raring to go.”

Helen Malins is already planning
her next overseas holiday.
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